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Steel pellet boiler Spark! series

Spark! pellet boiler mini gives warmth to houses that they have limited space to install and storage 
a big pellet boiler.

 
Spark! pellet boilers are manufactured according European standards ISO 9001:2008, EN 309, DIN 4702.
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Wood and wood pellets are a renewable energy source.
Wood pellets have high heating efficiency due to low 
moisture and high density.
This product is easy to use and storage as their size is 
small. Delivered in 15kg packing. 

Attention:
The use of good quality pellet is being recommended!
Low quality pellet often results in a low efficiency of 
boilers and creation of smoke which often leads to:
frequent cleaning of the burner, a possible premature 
of the parts of the burners, block of the cochlea and 
the burner because of excessive sawdust.

Spark! pellet boilers have four types 25kw,35kw,50kw and 65kw
Operation 
!The operation of Spark! pellet boiler is totally automated. 
!Requires no user intervention other than the supply of the fuel.
!Operation is done easily from the room thermostat.
!The initial lighting of the boiler is succeed automatically from the room thermostat.
!The burner is equipped with advanced automatic diagnosis.
!In case of disorder screen blinks indicating the error code.
!The burner has high efficiency, quiet flame and low emissions of CO, Nox.
!The cleaning of the boiler is easy and done at long intervals.

Description

The automated system for pellets Spark! consists of steel boiler,  burner, control panel, automatic 
feeding mechanism and the fuel tank.
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120022050Spark! 50 400600 950 180

120022065Spark! 65 400600 1100 180


